The number of students enrolled in Dutch
universities this academic year grew by
over 13,000, or four per cent, compared
with last year. The total number of students
in the Netherlands is currently 340,346.
WUR’s student population grew by only 1.2
per cent due to a fall in the Bachelor’s intake. WUR now has 13,056 students. That’s
a nice number, says Dean of Education
Arnold Bregt. ‘Our policy is to aim for about
13,000 students. So it’s not our ambition
to grow any further, but nor do we want to
shrink.’
The association of Dutch universities (UNL)
published the figures on Monday, 7 February. The numbers relate to enrolments as at
1 October 2021, but it takes several months
before they can be published as they have
to be checked first. hop/lz

Microbes also need to collaborate
Humans have used micro-organisms since time immemorial, for example for the
production of beer and cheese. In biotechnology, this activity has been elevated to
an art form. This often involves a single species of bacterium or fungus. Imagine the
possibilities if different micro-organisms were to collaborate.
This is the main idea behind the WUR
contribution to the new Centre for Living
Technologies, a collaborative initiative by
WUR, Eindhoven and Utrecht universities
and Utrecht Medical Centre. Scientists
from these institutes are joining forces to
‘introduce new functions in living (multi)
cellular systems’.

Unicellular

‘All of the partners work with living cells,’
Diana Machado de Sousa says. She represents WUR on the centre’s board. ‘Of
course human cells are very different to
microbes. Microbes are unicellular, while
humans are multicellular. But microbes
can act as a kind of multicellular organism when in microbial communities.

Together they can do different things
than when they are alone.’
Machado de Sousa aims to steer this collaboration by
‘Together,
encouraging
microbes can do
teamwork in
different things
micro-organthan when alone’
isms. ‘The
goal is to
create added value by bringing the right
microbes together, for example ones that
exchange and use each other’s metabolites. This is common in nature, but
utilization of this concept to create controllable microbial catalysts is relatively
new in biotechnology.’
The Centre for Living Technologies is
part of a more extensive collaboration

This yeast microbe Saccharomyces cerevisiae is
used to brew beer  Photo Shutterstock

between the four parties. This Knowledge
Alliance was launched two years ago.
The new centre has a budget of six million euros for four years. The first online
workshop on synthetic microbe communities will take place on 17 March. rk
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That’s how many ‘unlucky students’ joined
a protest in Amsterdam on Saturday to
demand fair compensation for the basic
grant they missed out on. The message:
one billion euros in compensation – which
comes to about 1000 euros per loansystem student – is not nearly enough.
An ‘unlucky student’ living independently
misses out on at least 14,000 euros
compared with students who get the
basic grant. Minister of Education
Robbert Dijkgraaf said he understands
the students’ point of view but just doesn’t
have the funds for more compensation. lz
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